Sharon Showcases Talent

The students of Sharon English School, Mulund, participated in the National Children’s Science Congress project recently. The junior group and senior carried out a research work on ‘Food Adulteration’ and ‘Spinach Grown from Banana Peel’ for which they won prizes at the District and State Level respectively. The students also got an opportunity to represent the project at the National Level at Ahmedabad.

Muljibhai celebrates Christmas

Muljibhai Mehta International School, Virar, celebrated Christmas in a very special way. The decoration of the crib was accompanied with the melodious rendition of Christmas carols. This was followed by an interesting skit giving the message that ‘Christmas means giving, caring and sharing’. Later Santa distributed sweets to the children.

Rohan Rewale brings laurel to NG Vartak

Rohan Rewale – a budding athletic champ from N G Vartak School, Virar put up a glittering performance at the national, state, divisional and inter-school Athletic meets bringing laurels to the school. He was felicitated by the school management for his performance at the national, state, divisional and inter-school level.

Annual celebration at New Horizon

New Horizon Public School and Penguin Kids, Airoli, celebrated its annual day called ‘Horizon Fiesta’. The children of preprimary section participated in various dance and skits pertaining to the theme Dreamworld. The primary and secondary section students enacted based on the theme Navras. The chief guests were Gloria Dsouza, Founder-Director, Parivar Asha and Vandana Lullia, Director, Poddar World School. The school’s Vice Principal, Jyoti Nair and Co-ordinator, Neena Singh choreographed the show.

New Era organizes Science Exhibition

To display the raw hidden talents of its students, New Era School, Ulhasnagar, organized a science, art and craft exhibition cum fun-fair. Topics like rain harvesting, global warming, pollution, conservation of energy and water, etc. were exhibited to bring awareness among the people of Ulhasnagar. Guests were completely thrilled and satisfied by the display of young minds. The students and teachers acknowledged the guidance of Headmistress, Sonia Dudani and the support of the management of Seva Sadan Trust.

Prize Distribution at N P Shah School

N P Shah School, Virar, recently celebrated their 26th Annual Prize Distribution Day. The secondary section worked magic around the theme ‘Culture’ taking the audience through the mystical yet unique states of India. Skits and fashion shows brought forth the message ‘Unity in Diversity’. On the other hand, the tiny tots of pre-primary picturesquely depicted ‘Nature’ to present a magical show.

Exhibition-cum-Fair at Matrix

Matrix Academy School, Virar, organized an exhibition and fair recently on ‘Evolution of Life’ and ‘Visit to Space’. The students extensively exhibited models on the evolution of life, the prehistoric age, and the Harappan civilization. The slide show on the ‘Space World’ was an effective experience by one-and-all. The success of the exhibition was the effort of students and teachers alike.

Pune Vidyabhavan NTS Exam

Twenty-six students from Pune Vidyabavan, Ghatkopar, passed the Middle School and High School National Talent Search Scholarship Examination with flying colours. Aditi Kamath and Surya Iyer from the school have successfully cleared all the three levels of this examination and have become the recipients of this prestigious Scholarship.

Rustomjee Intl. Science Show

Bhimani Niti Ketan, Jadhav Shreyas Saiprasad, Gandhi Hinal Mayank, Memaya Monil Binal of Std VII ably guided by their science teachers, Supervisor Usha Sinha, Niyati Thakkar, Anagha Wellingkar and Priyanki Panjal clinched the 1st place at the R-Ward Science Exhibition and were selected for Zonal Level for their project ‘Eco-friendly Oil from Waste Plastic’. The budding scientists have been selected for the State Level Science Exhibition to be held in Nandurbar, Maharashtra.

Sports Meet at Fr. Agnels

Fr. Agnel Multipurpose School, Ambarnath, organized a sports meet recently which was inaugurated by the guest of honour, Fr. Victor Rebello and chief guest Rakesh Bakshi. The Agnelites also formed five separate pyramids depicting their strength, unity, co-ordination, body balance and concentration. The Lezim drill as well as Star of Bethlehem was displayed beautifully by over 750 students.

Annual Day at RGS School

Annual function of RGS English School, Ulhasnagar, was held recently with great enthusiasm. Priya Vyasani (who stood 1st in SSC exam), Priti Pooga and Aggarwal Pooya who secured second and third position respectively were honoured by Dr. Vijay Punjabi who was chief guest at the occasion. The school souvenir ‘RGS Vision 2009’ was released which comprised achievements and activities of the school.

Presidency hosts Annual Function

Presidency School, Thane-Bhiwandi By-pass, hosted its 6th Annual Function recently. The chief guest for the occasion was Rupesh Mhatre, MLA of Bhiwandi (East), while the guest of honour was Krishna of Nach Baliye and Comedy Circus fame. Afsha Musani, the little anchoring wonder of ‘Little Champs’ unveiled the Presidency Calendar 2010. The splendid evening witnessed different flavours of dance forms. The highlight of the second day’s programme was the Taekwondo display. The school principal Rekha Singh credited the success of the event to the unfailing support of the managing trustee, Mahaveer Jain.